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Beginning in January of 1970 and continuing through most of 1976,1 was an
apprentice pattern-maker for a firm that made electrical switches. During that
time, I gained a working knowledge of making wood patterns and repairing metal
production patterns which were used to make sand molds in the foundry.

Many times, because of pattern problems, we were called into the foundry to
observe the making of the molds. One fact I noticed:

A person or a machine making the sand molds could do
everything properly. They could ram up the drag and the cope side,
draw the match plate from the mold; then cut the gate and the vent
holds; put the two sides together with a jacket to keep it from shifting.

A man or a machine could repeat this process from now until the cows
came home; but all you would have are these neat little piles of sand with hollow
cavities in them. Until hot molten brass, aluminum, iron, or steel is poured into
the molds and the cavity, there wouldn't be any parts for our cars, electrical
switches or whatever part is being made.

An empty cavity produces nothing until it is filled.

I. THE PROBLEM
In this somewhat confusing parable that I read, Jesus was talking about the

problem of an empty cavity; how emptiness can lead to disaster.

To digress a little, I know the language that Jesus uses is somewhat of an
embarrassment to the modern mind. We, who are highly educated, wonder if
Jesus really believed in demons, evil spirits, ghosts and goblins.

I don't think Jesus believed this, but his audience surely believed in demons
and evil spirits. According to Jeffery Russell in his book, "SATAN", even the Greek
philosophers believed in "beings" who were between "gods and human beings."
This influenced the early Christians who said that demons could enter "our souls
under the leadership of Satan." That's like catching the flu bug. It is ironic that in
a Miami hospital they perform a form of exorcism each day because most of their
patients are from Jamaica and Haiti. They believe in demons and evil spirits.

So we have to bear in mind the mental atmosphere of Jesus' audience.
Using this metaphor of the evil spirits and the haunted house, Jesus revealed a
problem in human existence: Emptiness can lead to disaster.

Let me illustrate. If the air in this room would suddenly be absent of oxygen,
we couldn't survive. Next spring, you may plant a flower garden. Plant the bulbs
thick and this keeps the weeds out. Plant them sporadically and this leaves room
for the weeds to grow. A new hotel turns on the vacancy sign and opens for
business. It has a swimming pool, restaurant and comfortable rooms. But if no one
stays and spends the night, it probably wouldn't be in business very long.
Emptiness can lead to disaster.








